Cloud Green
Update Solution

You already own one of the most modern and multifunctional ERP systems in the market Microsoft
Dynamics 365 Finance and Operations. As a Microsoft customer, your company can choose to stay
updated between 4 and 10 times a year depending on whether it is elected to skip updates. Service
updates are continuous, touchless updates that provide new features and functionality. Microsoft
company recommends many leveraging tools such as the Regression suite automation tool (RSAT) for
regression testing of the new updates. On the other hand, none of these tools provide insight into the
application code changes and possible impact on customers' or partners' developed solutions.

N.Progression has developed a unique solution for internal purposes in order to support our customers
during their one One Version journey. Now we are ready to present our Cloud Green Update Solution to
the market so that any Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance and Operations customer or partner could
improve their installation and testing process of the upcoming update to the new level.
The current technical restrictions:

There is no information about changed objects
by Microsof

The standard code will be replaced fully so no
options to compare old and new version

There are no tools for impact analysis of new
updates to customer developed object
extensions

A short time frame for testing of the new
update

The ability to get a technical insight into the new update is the key feature of the Cloud Green Update
solution. Using this information you may achieve:

The technical insight of the new update allows
a development team to adjust code to the new
update efficientl
Defining of system processes that should be
tested first and which of them should be tested
very thoroughly


Prevent unexpected system behavior after
Up to 3 times cost and time reducing for testing
of the upcoming update

We will conduct a comparative analysis of your current application and one of the next updates for
free and provide a report on the impact of the update on your modifications and functionality.




If you have any concerns regarding the Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance and Operations updating
process or you would like to improve the current updating process, please feel free to reach out to us.
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